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Abstract. Software architectures shift the focus of developers from lines-of
code to coarser-grained components and their interconnected structure. Unlike 
fine-grained objects, these components typically encompass business functional
ity and need to be aware of the underlying business processes. Hence, the inter
face of a component should refiect relevant parts of the business process and the 
software architecture should emphasize the coordination among components. To 
shed light on these issues, we provide a framework for component-based software 
architectures focussing on the process perspective. The interface of a component 
is described in terms of Petri nets and projection inheritance is used to determine 
whether a component "fits". Compositionality and substitutability are key issues 
for component-based development. This paper provides new results to effectively 
deal with these issues. 

1 Introduetion 

Research in the domain of component-based software architectures [21, 22] developed 
along two lines. On the one hand, there are contributions focussing on a formal foun
dation for the definition of software architectures. Examples are the many Architec
ture Definition Languages (ADLs), e.g., ARMANI, Rapide, Darwin, Wright, and Ae
sop, that have been proposed ( cf. [ 17]). Another example is the extension of UML 
based on the ROOM language [20] which allows for the specification of capsules (i.e., 
components ), subcapsul es, ports, connectors, and protocols. On the other hand, more 
pragmatic approaches focusing on concrete infrastructures have been developed. These 
approaches typically deploy middleware technology such as ActiveX/DCOM, CO RBA, 
and Enterprise JavaBeans or focus on proprietary architectures such as the ones used for 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems (e.g., SAP R/3 middleware ). Both lines of 
research are characterized by a focus on the component interface and the coordination 
between components rather than the inner workings of components. The ultimate goal 
is that information systems can be assembied from large-grained components based on 
a thorough understanding of the business processes without detailed knowledge of the 
inner workings offine-grained components (i.e., objects) [22]. 



In this paper, we focus on the dynamic behavior of components rather than the pass
ing of data, the signature of methods, and naming issues. Therefore, we use Petri nets 
[ 19] to describe the interfaces between components. Figure 1 illustrates the notion of 
component we will use throughout this paper. A component has a Name and a Compo
nent Specification (CS). The CS gives the functionality provided by the component and 
is specified in termsof a particular variant of Petrinets [2] called C-nets. The intemal 
structure of a component is given by a Component Architecture (CA). The CA may re
fer toother components by using Component Placeholders (CPs). Every CP describes 
the functionality of a component used in the CA in termsof aC-net. A component is 
atomie if it contains no other components, i.e., there are no CPs in its architecture. A 
System Architecure (SA) is a set of interconnected components, i.e., CPs are linked to 
concrete components. 

Fig. 1. A component consists of a component interface, a component architecture, and component 
placeholders. 

The framework illustrated in Figure 1 is used to address one of the key issues of 
component-based software development: consistency. A component is consistent if, as
suming the correct operation of the components that are used, its architecture actually 
provides the functionality specified in the CS. A SA is consistent if its components are 
consistent and every CP is mapped onto a component which actually provides the func
tionality specified in the CP. This paper uses the notion of projection inheritance [ 4, 
8] to check whether a component actually provides the extemal behavior required. The 
inheritance notion is equipped with concrete inheritance-preserving design pattems and 
allows for modular conformanee testing of the SA. Moreover, the reptacement of one 
component by another is supported in two ways: ( 1) projection inheritance can be used 
totest locally whether the new component has the desired behavior, and (2) the trans
fer rules defined in [5] allow for automatic on-the-fly reconfiguration (i.e., migration 
while the component is active) by mapping the state ofthe old component onto the new 
component. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the notions 
this works builds upon (i.e., Petri nets, C-nets, soundness, branching bisimulation, and 
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projection inheritance ). Then, we introduce the framework for component-based soft
ware architectures foliowed by the main result of this paper: the proof that a consistent 
SA actually provides the external behavior it promises. To conclude, we point out some 
related work and discuss future extensions. 

2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Place/Transition nets 

In this section, wedefine a variant ofthe. classic Petri-net model, namely labeled Place/
Transition nets. Fora more elaborate introduetion to Petri nets, the reader is referred to 
[10, 18, 19]. Let U besome universe ofidentifiers; let L besome set of action labels. 
Lv = L \ { T} is the set of all visible labels. (The role of T, the silent action, will be 
explained later.) 

Definition 1 (Labeled P/T-net). A labeled PlaceiTransition net is a tuple (P, T, M, F, R) 
where: 

1. P Ç U is a finite set of places, 
2. T Ç U is a fini te set of transitions such that P n T = 0, 
3. M Ç Lv is afinite set of methods such that M n (PUT) = 0, 
4. F Ç (P x T) U (T x P) is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation, and 
5. R : T ---t M U { T} is a labeling function. 

Each transition has a label which refers to the methad or operation that is executed ifthe 
transition fires. However, if the transition bears a T label, then no method is executed. 
Note that there can be many transitions with the same label, i.e., executing the same 
method. 

Let (P, T, M, F, R) be a labeled PIT-net. ElementsofPUT are referred to as nodes. 
A node x E P U T is called an input node of another node y E P U T if and only 
if there exists a directed are from x toy; that is, if and only if xFy. Node x is called 
an output node of y if and only if there exists a directed are from y to x. If x is a 
place in P, it is called an input place or an output place; if it is a transition, it is called 
an input or an output transition. The set of all input nodes of some node x is called 
the preset of x; its set of output nodes is called the postset. Two auxiliary functions 
•-, -• : (PUT) ---t P (PUT) are defined that assign to each node its preset and postset, 
respectively. For any node x E PUT, •x = {y I yFx} and x• = {y I xFy }. Note 
that the preset and postset functions depend on the context, i.e., the P/T-net the function 
applies to. If a node is used in several nets, it is not always clear to which P/T-net the 
preset/postset functions refer. Therefore, we augment the preset and postset notation 

with the name ofthe net whenever confusion is possible: ~x is the preset of node x in 

net N and x~ is the postset of node x in net N. 

Definition 2 (Marked, labeled P/T-net). A marked, labeled PIT-net is a pair (N, s), 
where N = (P, T, M, F, R) is a labeled PIT-netand where sis a bag over P denoting 
the marlang (also called state) of the net. Thesetof all marked, labeled PIT-nets is 
denotedN. 
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For some bag X over alphabet A and a E A, X (a) denotes the number of occurrences 
of a in X, often called the cardinality of a in X. The set of all bags over A is denoted 
B (A). The empty bag, which is the function yielding 0 for any element in A, is denoted 
0. For the explicit enumeration of a bag we use square brackets and superscripts to 
denote the cardinality ofthe elements. For example, [a2

, b, c3 ] denotes the bag with two 
elements a, one b, and three elements c. In this paper, we allow the use of sets as bags. 

Definition 3 (Transition enabling). Let (N, s) be a marked, labeled PIT-net in N, 
where N = (P, T, M, F, f). A transition t E T is enabled, denoted (N, s)[t), if and 
only if each ofits input places p contains a taken. That is, (N, s) [t) {:? •t :::; s. 

If a transition t is enabled in marking s (notation: ( N, s) [ t) ), then t can fire. If, in 
addition, t has label a (i.e., a f(t) is the associated method, operation, or observable 
action) and firing t results is marking s', then (N, s) [a) (N, s') is used to denote the 
potential firing. 

Definition 4 (Firing rule). Thefiring rule _ [_) _ Ç N x L x Nis the smallest relation 
satisfj;ingfor any (N, s) in N, with N = (P, T, M, F, f), and any tE T, 

(N, s)[t):::} (N, s) [f(t)) (N, s •t + t• ). 

Definition 5 (Firing sequence). Let (N, s0 ) with N = (P, T, M, F, f) be a marked, 
labeled PIT-net in N. A sequence a E T* is called a firing sequence of (N, so) if 
and only if a = c or, for some positive natura/ number n E lN, there exist markings 
s1, ... , Sn E B ( P) and transitions t1, ... , tn E T such that a = t1 ... tn and, for all i 
with 0 :::; i < n, (N, si) [ti+l) and si+l Si- •ti+l + ti+1•. Sequence a is said to be 
enabled in marking s0 , denoted (N, s0 )[a). Firing the sequence aresultsin the unique 
marking s, denoted (N, so) [a) (N, s ), where s = so if a = c and s =Sn otherwise. 

Definition 6 (Reachable markings). Thesetof reachable markings of a marked, la
beled PIT-net (N, s) E N with N = (P, T, M, F, f), denoted [N, s), is defined as the 
set { s' E B(P) I (:3 a: a ET* : (N, s) [a) (N, s'))}. 

Definition 7 (Connectedness). A labeled PIT-net N = (P, T, M, F, f) is weakly con
nected, or simply connected, if and only if, for every two nodes x and y in PUT, 
x(F U p-l )*y. NetNis strongly connected if and only if,for every two nodes x and y 
inPUT, xF*y. 

Definition 8 (Directed path).Let (P, T, M, F, f) be a labeledPIT-net. Apath C from a 
node n1 toa nodenkis a sequence (n1, n2, ... , nk) such thatniFni+lfor 1 :::; i :::; k-
1. C is elementary if and only if for any two nodes ni and nj on C, i -::/- j :::} ni -::/- nj. 
C is non-trivia/ iff it contains at least two nodes. 

Definition 9 (Union of labeled PIT-nets). Let N 0 = (Po, T0 , M 0 , F0 , R-0 ) and N1 

(P1, T1, M1, F1, f-1) be two labeled PIT-nets such that (Po U P1) n (T0 U T1) 0 and 
such that, for all t E To n Tb fo(t) R-1 (t). The union No U N1 of N0 and N 1 is 
the labeled PIT-net (Po U P1, To U T1, F0 U F 1, R-0 U fi). IJ two PIT-nets satisfy the 
abovementioned two conditions, their union is said to be well defined. 
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Definition 10 (Boundedness). A marked, labeled PIT-net (N, s) E Nis bounded if 
and only ifthe set ofreachable markings [N, s) isfinite. 

Definition 11 (Safeness). A marked, labeled PIT-net (N, s) EN with N = (P, T, M, 
F, .€) is safe if and only if, for any reachable marking s' E [N, s) and any place p E P, 
s' (p) ::; 1. 

Definition 12 (Dead transition). Let (N, s) be a marked, labeled PIT-net in N. A tran
sition t E T is dead in ( N, s) if and only if there is no reachable marking s' E [ N, s) 
such that (N, s') [t). 

Definition 13 (Liveness).A marked, labeledPIT-net (N, s) EN with N = (P, T, M, F, 
.€) is live if and only if, for every reachable marking s' E [N, s) and transition t E T, 
there is a reachable marking s" E [N, s') such that (N, s")[t). 

2.2 Component nets 

For the modeling of components we use labeled PIT-nets with a specific structure. We 
will name these nets component nets (C-nets). 

Definition 14 (C-net). Let N (P, T, M, F, .€) be a labeled PIT-net. NetNis a com-
ponent net (C-net) if and only ifthefollowing conditions are satisfied: 

1. instanee creation: P contains an input (source) place i E U such that •i 0, 
2. instanee completion: P contains an output (sink) place oE U such that o• 0, 
3. connectedness: N = (P, TU {t}, M, F U {(o, t), (l, i)}, .e U {(l, r)}) is strongly 

connected, and 
4. visibility:foranyt E Tsuch thatt E (i• U •o): f(t) E Lv. 

Note that the connectedness requirement implies that there is one unique souree and 
one unique sink place. Forthereaders familiar with the work presented in [1-3]: C
nets are WF-nets with the additional requirement that the start transitions i • and end 
transitions • o have a non-7 label. The structure of a C-net allows us to define the 
following functions. 

Definition 15 (source, sink, stop, strip). Let N = (P, T, M, F, .€) be aC-net. 

1. source(N) is the (unique) input place i E P such that •i = 0, 
2. sink(N) is the (unique) output place o E P such that oe = 0, 
3. start(N) = { t E T I i E •t} is thesetof start transitions, 
4. stop (N) = { t E T I o E t• } is thesetof stop transitions, and 
5. strip(N) = (P',T,M,Fn ((P' x T) U (T x P')),.e) with P' = P\{source(N), 

sink ( N)} is the C-net without souree and sink place. 

Definition 14 only gives a static characterization of a C-net. Components will have a 
life-cycle which satisfies the following requirements. 

Definition 16 (Soundness). A C-net N with source(N) =i and sink(N) = o is said 
to be sound (f and only (f the following conditions are satisfied: 1 

1 Note that [i] and [o] are bags containing the input respectively output place ofN. 
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1. safeness: (N, [i]) is safe, 
2. proper completion:for any reachable marking s E [N, [i]), oE simplies s = [o), 
3. completion option:for any reachable marking s E [N, [i]), [o) E [N, s), and 
4. dead transitions: (N, [i]) contains no dead transitions. 

The set of all sound C-nets is denoted C. The first requirement states that a sound C-net 
is safe. The second requirement states that the moment a token is put in place o all the 
other places should be empty, which corresponds to the terminatien of a component 
without leaving dangling references. The third requirement states that starting from the 
initia! marking [i), i.e., activation ofthe component, it is always possible to reach the 
marking with one token in place o, which means that it is always feasible to termi
nate successfully. The last requirement, which states that there are no dead transitions, 
corresponds to the requirement that for each transition there is an execution sequence 
activating this transition. 

Theorem 1 (Characterization of soundness). Let N = (P, T, M, F, f) be a C-net 
and N = ( P, TU { f}, F U { ( o, t), (i, i)}, f U {(i, T)}) the short-circuited version of N. 
Nis sound if and only if(N, [i)) is live and safe. 

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 11 in [ 1]. The only difference is 
that in this paper a stronger notion of soundness is used, which implies safeness rather 
than boundedness of the short-circuited net. 0 

The fact that soundness coincides with standard properties such as liveness and safeness 
allows us to use existing tools and techniques to verify soundness of a given C-net. 

Lemma 1. Let N = (P, T, M, F, f) be a sound C-net, i.e., N E C. For any t E T, 
(i) ifi = source(N) and t E start(N), then •t = {i}, and (ii) if o = sink(N) and 
t E stop(N), then t• = { o }. 

Proof See [3]. 0 

The alphabet operator a is a function yielding the set of visible labels of all transitions 
of the net that are not dead. 

Definition 17 (Alphabet operator a). Let (N, s) be a marked, labeled PIT-net in N, 
with N = (P,T,M, F,f). a: N --t P(Lv) is ajunetion such thata(N,s) {f(t) \ 
tE T 1\ f(t) i= r 1\ t is not dead}. 

Since sound C-nets do not contain dead transitions, a(N, [i]) equals {f(t) t E T 1\ 

f(t) i= r }, which is denoted by a(N). 

2.3 Branching bisimilarity 

To formalize projection inheritance, we need to formalize a notion of equivalence. In 
this paper, we use branching bisimilarity [ 11] as the standard equivalence re lation on 
marked, labeled PIT-nets in N. 

The notion of a si/ent action is pivotal to the definition of branching bisimilarity. 
Silent actions are actions (i.e., transition firings) that cannot be observed. Silent actions 
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are denoted with the label r, i.e., only transitionsin a PIT-net withalabel different from 
T are observable. Note that we assume that T is an element of L. The r-labeled tran
sitions are used to distinguish between extemal, or observable, and intemal, or silent, 
behavior. A single label is sufficient, since all intemal actions are equal in the sense that 
they do nothave any visible effects. 

In the context of components, we want to distinguish successful termination from 
deadlock. A termination predicate defines in what states a marked PIT-net can terminate 
successfully. If a marked, labeled PIT-net is in a state where it cannot perform any 
actions or terminate successfully, then it is said to be in a deadlock. Based on the notion 
of soundness, successful termination corresponds to the state with one token in the sink 
place. 

Definition 18. The class ofmarked, labeled PIT-netsNis equipped with thefollowing 
termination predicate: {. = { (N, [o]) I Nis aC-net 1\ o sink(N) }. 

To define branching bisimilarity, two auxiliary definitions are needed: ( 1) a re lation 
expressing that a marked, labeled PIT-net can evolve into another marked, labeled PIT
net by executing a sequence of zero or more T actions; (2) a predicate expressing that a 
marked, labeled PIT-net can terminate by performing zero or more T actions. 

Definition 19. The relation _ ===} _ Ç N x N is defined as the smallest relation 
satisfying,for any p,p' ,p" EN, p ===}pand (p ===? p' 1\ p' [r) p") :::;:. p ===} p". 

Definition 20. The predicate -IJ-_ Ç N is defined as the smallest set of marked, labeled 
PIT-nets satisfying, for any p, p' E N, {. p :::;:. -IJ- p and (-IJ- p 1\ p' [ T) p) :::;:. -IJ- p'. 

Let, for any two marked, labeled PIT-nets p,p' EN and action a EL, p [(a)) p' be an 
abbreviationofthepredicate (a= rl\p p')Vp[a)p'. Thus,p[(r))p' meansthatzero 
T actions are performed, when the first disjunct of the predicate is satisfied, or that one 
T action is performed, when the second disjunct is satisfied. For any observable action 
a E L \ { T}, the first disjunct of the predicate can never be satisfied. Hence, p [ (a)) p' is 
simply equal top [a) p', meaning that a single a action is performed. 

Definition 21 (Branching bisimilarity). A binary relation R Ç N x Nis called a 
branching bisimulation if and only if, for any p, p', q, q' E N and a E L, 

1. pRq 1\ p [a) p' :::;:. 
(3q',q": q',q" EN: q ===? q" 1\q" [(a)) q' 1\pRq" 1\p'Rq'), 

2. pRq 1\ q [a) q' ::::} 
(3p',p": p',p" EN: p ===? p" 1\p" [(a)) p' 1\p"Rq 1\p'Rq'), and 

3. pRq :::;:. (+ p :::;:. -IJ- q 1\ {. q :::;:. -IJ- p ). < 

Two marked, labeled PIT-nets are called branching bisimilar, denoted.P ""b q, if and 
only if there exists a branching bisimulation R such that pRq. 

Figure 2 shows the essence of a branching bisimulation. The firing rule is depicted by 
arrows. The dashed lines represent a branching bisimulation. A marked, labeled PIT
net must be able to simulate any action of an equivalent marked, labeled PIT-netafter 
performing any number of silent actions, except fora silent action which it may or may 
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p ______ q 

1'' ~ T ', 

I ',, 11 

p-- ---q q' 

Fig. 2. The essence of a branching bisimulation. 

not simulate. The third property in Definition 21 guarantees that related marked, labeled 
PIT-nets always have the same terminatien options. 

Branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation on N, i.e., f"o.Jb is refiexive, sym
metrie, and transitive. See [8] for more details and pointers to other notions ofbranching 
bisimilarity. 

2.4 Inheritance 

In [4, 5, 8] four notionsof inheritance have been identified. Unlike mostother notions 
of inheritance, these notions focus on the dynamics rather than data and/or signatures of 
methods. These inheritance notions address the usual aspects: (1) substitutability (Can 
the superclass be replaced by the subclass without breaking the system?), (2) subclass
ing (implementation inheritance: Can the subclass use the implementation ofthe super
class?), and (3) subtyping (interface inheritance: Can the subclass use or conform to the 
interface of the superclass?). The four inheritance notions are inspired by a mixture of 
these three aspects. 

In this paper, we restriet ourselves to one of the four inheritance notions: projec
tion inheritance. In the future we hope to extend our component framework withother 
notions of inheritance ( cf. Section 5). The basic idea of projection inheritance can be 
characterized as follows. 

If it is not possible to distinguish the behaviors of x and y when arbitrary meth
ods of x are executed, but when only the effects of methods that arealso present 
in y are considered, then x is a subclass of y. 

For projection inheritance, all new methods (i.e., methods added in the subclass) are 
hidden. Therefore, we introduce the abstraction operator TJ that can be used to hide 
methods. 

De:finition 22 (Abstraction). Let N = (P, T, M, F, e0 ) be a labeled PIT-net. For any 
I Ç Lv, the abstraction operator TJ is a function that renames all transition labels in 
I to the si/ent action T. Formally, TJ (N) = (P, T, M, F, el) such that, for any t E T, 
eo(t) E I implies el (t) =Tand ea(t) (j. I implies el (t) = eo(t). 

The definition of projection inheritance is straightforward, given the abstraction opera
tor and branching bisimilarity as an equivalence notion. 
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Definition 23 (lnheritance). For any two sound C-nets N 0 and N1 in C, N1 is a sub
class of No under projection inheritance, denoted N 1 <.5:_pj N0 , if and only if there is an 
I Ç Lv such that (r1(NI), [i]) "'b (No, [i]). 

Based on this notion of inheritance we have defined three inheritance-preserving trans
formation rules. These rules correspond to design pattems when extending a superclass 
to incorporate new behavior: (1) adding a loop, (2) inserting methods in-between exist
ing methods, and (3) putting new methods in parallel with existing methods. Without 
proofwe summarize some ofthe results given in [4, 5, 8]. 

Theorem 2 (Projection-inheritance-preserving transformation rule PPS). 
Let No = (Po, To, Mo, Fo, fo) be a sound C-net in C. If N = (P, T, M, F, f) is a 
labeled PIT-net with place p E P such that 

1. p rf. {i,o}, Pon P {p}, TonT= 0, 
2. (''Vt: tE T: f(t) rf. a(No)), 
3. (V t : t E T !\ p E • t : f ( t) #- T), 
4. (N, [p]) is live and safe, and 
5. N1 = No U N is wel! defined, 

then N1 is a sound C-net in C such that N1 '.5:_pp N 0 . 

Theorem 3 (Projection-inheritance-preserving transformation rule P JS). 
Let No = (Po, To, Mo, Fo, fo) be a sound C-net in C. If N = (P, T, M, F, f) is a 
labeled PIT-net with place p E P and transition tp E T such that 

1. p rf. {i,o}, Po nP = {p}, TonT= {tp}, (tp,p) E Fo, and t;tp = {p}, 
2. (Vt: tE T\To: f(t) rf. a(No)), 
3. (N, [p]) is live and safe, and 

4. N1 = (Po,To,Mo,Fo\{(tp,p)},fo) U (P,T,M,F\{(p,tp)},f) iswelldefined, 

then N1 is a sound C-net in C such that N1 <.5:_pj N0 . 

Theorem 4 (Projection-inheritance-preserving transformation rule P J3S). 
Let No = (Po, To, Mo, F0 , fo) be a sound C-net in C. Let N = (P, T, M, F, f) be a 
labeled PIT-net. Assume that q E U is afresh identifier not appearing in Po UToUPUT. 
If N contains a place p E P and transitions ti, t 0 E T such that 

N N 
1. •p={t0 },p• ={ti}, 
2. Po n P = 0, To n T = {ti, to}, 
3. (Vt: tE T\To: f(t) rf. a(No)), 
4. (N, [p]) is live and safe, 
5. N1 =No U (P\ {p }, T, F\ { (p, ti), (t 0 ,p) }, f) is wel! defined, 
6. q is implicit in (Nó, [i]) with Ng = (Po U { q}, To, Fo U {(ti, q), (q, ta) }, fo), and 
7. Nó is a sound C-net, 

then N1 is a sound C-net in C such that N1 <.5:_pj No. 
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Rule P PS can be used to insert a loop or iteration at any point in the process, provided 
that the added part always returns to the initia! state. Rule P JS can be used to insert new 
methods by replacing a conneetion between a transition and a place by an arbitrary com
plex sub net. Rule P J3S can be used to add parallel behavior, i.e., new methods which 
are exectuted in parallel with existing methods. The inheritance-preserving transforma
tion rules distinguish the work presented in [4, 5, 8] from earlier workon inheritance. 
The rules correspond to design constrocts that are often used in practice, namely it
eration, sequentia! composition, and parallel composition. If a designer sticks to these 
rules, inheritance is guaranteed! 

3 Framework 

In this section we formalize the concepts introduced in Section 1. As illustrated by 
Figure 1, a component consists of a component specification (CS) and a component 
architecture (CA), and the component architecture may contain a number of component 
placeholders (CPs). 

Definition 24 (Component). A component c is a tuple (CS, CA) where: 

1. c s = ( pS' T 5 ' M s' F 5 ' f 5 ) is a sound C-net called the component speci:fication 
ofc, and 

2. cA = (pA' TA' cA' pA' gA) is the component architecture of c such that: 
(a) pA Ç U are the places in the component architecture, 
(b) TA Ç U are the transitionsin the component architecture, 
(c) CA is a set of component placeholders such that every cp E CA is a component 

ifi . . (PsA TsA MsA psA I! SA) · d c t specz catzon, z.e., Cp cp , cp , cp , cp , t-cp lS a SOUn -ne, 
(d) B = {(cp,l) E CA x Lv il E M[pA} is thesetofbindings, 
(e) pA Ç (PA x (TA U B)) U ((TA U B) x pA) is called the component flow 

relation, and 
(f) gA : TA U B f+ M s U { r} is the component labeling function. 

The component specification defines the interface of a component in termsof aC-net. 
The purpose of the component architecture is to actually realize/implement this spec
i:fication, i.e., the architecture is typically much more detailed and may contain other 
components. For atomie components CA = 0. For non-atomie components the archi
tecture contains a set of placeholders cA. The placeholders are used for plugging in 
other components. Therefore, each placeholder specifies the required interface of the 
component to be plugged in. There are two types of arcs in the architecture: ( 1) normal 
arcs (i.e., arcs between places and transitions) and (2) subcomponentarcs which conneet 
places in the architecture to methods inside the components plugged into the compo
nent placeholders. To address methods inside subcomponents, a set of bindings B is 
introduced. Note that gA can be used to map methods inside the components plugged 
into the component placeholders onto methods used in the component specification. 

Figure 3 shows an example of a component which represents a very simple coffee 
machine which accepts coins and either returns coins or serves coffee. The compo
nent specification (CS coffee..machine) shows that after activating the machine (method 
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switch_on) a co in can be inserted (method insert_coin ). After an internat choice (i.e., 
two r-labeled transitions sharing one input place) either method reject_coin or method 
serve_coffee is enabled. After executing one of these two methods the machine returns 
toa state where it accepts a new coin. In parallel the machine can be deactivated using 
the method switch_off. Since the machine can be busy serving coffee, there is another 
method (switched_ojj) which corresponds to the actual switch-off operation. 

The architecture of the component coffee..machine is described by the remaining 
three diagrams in Figure 3. The two smaller diagrams correspond to component place
holders. The larger diagram in the middle describes the overall architecture of the 
component and refers to the two component placeholders. The component placeholder 
coin..handler takes care of accepting and rejecting coins. The component placeholder 
brewing-facility takes care ofthe actual brewing and serving of coffee. Note that at the 
architecturallevel one can see the interaction between components inside the machine. 
Both subcomponents are activated/deactivated when the machine is switched on/off. 
After a coin is inserted the coin..handler sends a request to the brewing-facility. The 
brewing-facility either acknowledges the request (OK) and serves coffee or sends a 
notification to the coin..handler (NOK) resulting in the returning of the coin inserted. 
Note that extemal methods (i.e., the methods offered in the component specification) 
are linked to concrete transitionsin the architectural modelor are mapped onto internal 
methods provided by component placeholders. 

Assumption In the remainder we assume that there are no name clashes, i.e., all com
ponent specifications, placeholders, and component architectures use different identi
fiers for places and transitions. The only identifiers shared among component specifi-
cations, placeholders, and component architectures are the action labels. 

The architecture of a component should provide the functionality promised in its spec
ification. Therefore, we define the function cfiat which allows us to define component 
consistency. 

Definition 25 (Flattened component). Let cA (PA' TA' cA' pA' gA) he a compo-
nentarchitecturesuch thatforanycp E cA: strip(cp) = (Pc~A' T~A, M~A, p~A' f~,f) 
is the stripped component specification. The correspondingflattened architecture is the 
labeled PIT net cfiat(CA) = (P, T, M, F, f) with: 

1. p =pA U (UcpECA p~A), 
2. T = TA U (UcpECA T~A ), 
3. F = (FAn ((PA x TA) U (TA x pA))) U (UcpECA p~A U {(p, t) E pA x 

Tc~A I (p, (cp, f~PA(t))) E pA} U { (t,p) E T~A x pA I ((cp, f~/(t)), p) E pA}), 
4. dom(f) = T,for any t E TA: f(t) = fA(t), andfor any cp E CA and t E Tc~A: 

f(t) = fA(cp,f~,f(t)), and 
5. M = rng(f)\ { r }. 

Definition 26 (Consistent). Let (CS, CA) he a componentwith CS (P 5 , T 5 , M 5 , 

F 5 ,f5 ), CA (PA,TA,cA,FA,fA), andfor any cp E cA: cp (Pc~A,Tc~A, 
M~A, F~A, f~PA), and let N = cfiat(CA). (CS, CA) is consistent ifand only if 
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1. M 5 = rng(f5 )\{r}, 
2. for every cp E cA: M~A = rng(e~pA)\ { T }, 

3. M 5 = ({fA(t) I tE TA} U UcpECA{eA(cp,l) ll E M~A})\{r}, 
4. Nis a sound C-net, i.e., N E C, 

N N 
5. for any cp E CA, t, t' E start(cp): •t •t', 

6. for any cp E CA, t, t' E stop(cp): t ~ t' ~, 
7. for any cp E CA, t E Tc~A, and t' E start(cp): all non-trivia! directed pathsfrom 

t to t' in N contain at least one occurrence of a transition in stop ( cp), and 
8. N ~pj CS. --

Definition 26 gives the minimal set of requirements any component should satisfy. The 
first three requirements state that the methods affered at the various levels should actu
ally be present. The flattened architecture, i.e., the functionality guaranteed by the ar
chitecture provided the correct operation of subcomponents, is sound. Subcomponents 
are started and stopped correctly. A subcomponent is notallowed to be able to activate 
itself. Therefore, paths from inside a component to the start transitions of the compo
nent are excluded. Note that after terminating the subcomponent it may be activated 
again. Finally, we require that the flattened architecture is a subclass of the component 
specification with respect to projection inheritance. 

The component shown in Figure 3 is not consistent for the following two reasons. 
First of all, the flattened architecture is not sound. Suppose that the method switch_offïs 
initiated directly after inserting a coin. The subcomponent brewing.facility can he deac
tivated immediately. However, the coin..handler cannot be deactivated and will send a 
request to the brewingj'acility, the brewingjacility will not respond to the request, and 
the machine will deadlock. Another reason for inconsistency is the fact that the brew
ing.facility sends an OK to the coin..handler before actually serving coffee. Therefore, 
one can insert a new coin before completely handling the previous request. This be
havior does not invalidate the soundness requirement but yields a flattened architecture 
which is not a subclass of the original architecture. 

The alternative component shown in Figure 4 does not have these deficiencies and is 
consistent. This component deactivates the coin..handler before deactivating the brew
ing.facility. Moreover, the coffee is served before the coin..handler is notified. 

From the requirements stated in Definition 26 we can derive the following proper
ties. 

Lemma 2. For any consistent component (CS, CA) with CS = ( P 5 , T 5 , M 5 , F 5 , 

e5 ) and cfiat(CA) = (P,T,C,F,e): {e5 (t) I tE start(CS)} {f(t) I tE start( 

cfiat(CA))} and {f5 (t) I tE stop( CS)} {f(t) I tE stop(cfiat(CA))} 

Proof The construction of cfiat( CA) guarantees that no new labels are introduced. 
Combining this with cfiat (CA) ~pj CS implies that the behavior of CS and cfiat (CA) 
should match with respect to the visible steps. Since both CS and cfiat( CA) are C-nets, 
they always start (end) with a visible step. Hence the lemma holds.- 0 

Lemma 3. Let (CS, CA) bea consistentcomponentwith CA= (PA, TA, cA, pA,eA). 
There is precisely one i E pA such that { t E TA I (t, i) E pA} U { (cp, l) E 
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cAxLv I ((cp,l),i) E FA}= 0andpreciselyoneo E pAsuchthat{t ETA I (o,t) E 
FA} u { ( cp, l) E cA x Lv I ( o, ( cp, l)) E FA} = 0. 

Pro of Since cflat (CA) is a C-net there is a place i = souree ( cflat (CA)). Clearly, 
{tE TA I (t,i) E FA} u {(cp,l) E cA x Lv I ((cp,l),i) E FA}= 0. Foranyother 
place, it is easy to show that cflat( CA) adds at least one input are. Similarly, it can be 
shown that there is precisely one souree place. 0 

Since there is one source/sink place in the architecture of a component, we can define 
the functions source, sink, and strip in a straightforward manner for the architecture 
of a consistent component. 

A system architecture consistsof a set of components where components are plugged 
into placeholders of other components. 

Definition 27 '(System architecture ). Let C be set of components with for any c E C, 
c = (CSc,CAc), CSc = (Pf,T~,Mf,Fc8 ,f~), CAc = (PcA,TcA,Ct',Ft,e:), and 
LC = {(c,cp) I c E CA cp E Ct'}. A system architecture (C, cmap) is a set of 
components C and a mapping cmap : LC --+ C. --

A component can not be plugged into more than one placeholder, i.e., it is not possi
bie to have two separate components sharing a third component. In addition, recursive 
structures are not allowed. Moreover, there should be one top-level component which 
contains all other components. The latter requirement has been added for presentation 
purposes and does not limit the application of the framework: Any set of components 
can be embedded into one component. A system architecture satisfying these require
ments is called well-formed. 

Definition 28 (Well-formed). Let ( C, cmap) be a system architecture such that for any 

c E C: c = (CSc,CAc), CSc = (P~,Tc8,Mf,Ff,R~), andCAc = (Pt,Tt,ct-, 
Ft, e: ). C is well-formed if and only if the re lation R = { ( c, c') E C x C I ( c, cp) E 
LC A cmap(c, cp) = c'} describes a rooted directed acyclic graph, 2 

Let us consider the system architecture for a coffee machine. The component shown in 
Figure 4 is the top-level component. The architecture of the top-level component has 
two component placeholders. The placeholder brewingj'acility is mapped onto the com
ponent brewingj'acility shown in Figure 5 and the placeholder coin..handler is mapped 
onto a component with a component specification and architecture identical to the C-net 
descrihing the placeholder (see Figure 6). Note that both subcomponents are atomie, 
i.e., the system architecture for a coffee machine has two levels and comprises three 
components. Clearly, this simple system architecture is well-formed. 

Similar to consistency at a component level, we can define consistency at the level 
of a system architecture. 

Definition 29 (Consistent). Let ( C, cmap) be a well-formed system architecture such 

thatfor any c E C: c = (CSc,CAc), CSc (Pc8 ,Tc8,Mf,Fc8 ,f~), and CAc 
(Pt' TeA' ct-' FCA' e: ). ( c, cmap) is consistent if and only if 

2 A directed acyclic graph is rooted if there is a node r such that every node of the graph can be 
reached by a directed path from r. 
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1. each component c E C is consistent, and 
2. for all c E C, c' E C, and cp E C{} such that cmap(c, cp) 

(PSA ySA MSA pSA JJSA). --
cp ' cp ' cp ' cp ' t- cp · 

c' and cp 

{a) C Sc' ~pj cp, 
(b) { f~ ( t) I t E start( C Sc')} = { f~PA ( t) I t E start( cp )}, and 

(c) {f~(t) I tE stop(CSc')} = {f~pA(t) I tE stop(cp)}. 

A well-formed system architecture is consistent ifthe individual components are consis
tentand appropriate components are plugged into the placeholders, i.e., if a component 
is plugged into the placeholder, then its specification should be a subclass of the C-net 
specifying the placeholder and there should be a match between the methods used for 
activating and deactivating components. The latter requirement has been added to avoid 
the activation/deactivation of a component by methods notpresent in the C-net spec
ifying the placeholder, i.e., without this requirement the subcomponents could easily 
deadlock or lead to unbounded behavior. 

Consicier the system architecture for the coffee machine composed of the top-level 
component shown in Figure 4, the component brewing-facility shown in Figure 5, and 
the component coin..handler shown in Figure 6. Each of the three components is con
sistent. Note that the component brewing-facility offers the method ready ....signa! to its 
environment, i.e., the component generates a signal every time a cup of coffee has been 
served and thus offers more functionality than needed. Also note that the architecture 
of the component brewing-facility shows details notpresent in the component specifi
cation, e.g., the internal steps brew, dispense_cup, and heat_water. The steps brew and 
dispense_cup are executed after the request for a coffee is received. In-between these 
steps the brewing facility can produce an error which is reported via method NOK!. The 
internal step heat_water is executed periodically (e.g., driven by a thermostat) and in 
parallel with the handling of requests. The component specification of brewing -facility 
is a subclass of the component placeholder in Figure 4. The component specification of 
coin..handler coincides with the corresponding placeholder and, consequently, is also a 
subclass. Therefore, the system architecture for the coffee machine is consistent. 

A consistent system architecture satisfies a number of requirements. In the remain
der ofthis paper, we will concentrate on the question whether these requirements imply 
the correct operation ofthe entire system, i.e., Is it guaranteed that the system actually 
realizes the functionality suggested by the spec(fication of the top-level component? 

4 Compositionality results 

Based on the framework introduced in the previous section, we focus on the question 
whether consistency guarantees the correct operation of the whole system architecture. 
For this purpose we first formulate and prove a rather general theorem which addresses 
the notion of compositionality in the context of projection inheritance. 

Theorem 5 (Compositionality of projection inheritance). Let N 0 = (Po, T 0 , M 0 , 

Fo,fo), N1 = (P1,T1, M1,Fl,fl), NA (PA,TA,MA,FA,fA), NB= (PB,TB, 
MB,FB,fB), Ne (Pc,Tc,Mc,Fc,fc), NJr = (PJr,TJr,MJr,FJr,Rrf), and 
Nij = (Pij, Tij, M2}, Fij, f;j) be labeled PIT-nets. If 
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1. N 0 is a sound C-net in C with souree place i = source(No) and sink place o = 
sink(No), 

2. No= NA U NB is well de.fined, 
3. N1 = NA U N c is well dejined, 
4. TA nTB = 0, 
5. TA n Tc= 0, 
6. PAn PB = PAn Pc, 
7. Nlf is a sound C-net in C such that strip(N]f) = (PB \PA, TB, MB, FB n 

((P}i x T}i) U (T}i x P}i)),CB), iB---;ource(NJf), OB sink(N]f), and 
{iB, oB} n Po= 0, 

8. N(! isasoundC-netinCsuchthatstrip(N(!) = (Pc\PA,Tc,Mc,Fcn((PlJ'x 
Tlf) U (Tlf x PlJ') ), Cc), ie = source(N(!), oe = sink(N(!), and {ie, oe} n 
pl = 0, 

9. ('vt, t' : t E start(Nlf) 1\ t' E start(N(!) : ~0 t = ~1 t'), i.e., start transitions 
have identical sets of input places, 

10. (V t, t' : t E stop(N]f) 1\ t' E stop(N(!) : t ~0 = t' ~1 
), i.e., stop transitions 

have identical sets of output places, 

11. (Vt:tETBI\fB(t)=r:(~0tnPA 0)/\(t~0 
nPA 0)), 

12. (Vt: tE Tc 1\ f1(t) (;t a(Nlf): ( ~1t n PA= 0) 1\ (t~1 n PA= 0)), 
No N1 No 

13. (Vt,t':tETBI\t'ETcl\fB(t)=fc(t'):( •tnPA= •t'nPA)I\(t• 
N1 n PA = t' • n PA)), 

14. (Vt, t': tE TB 1\ t' E start(N]f) :all non-trivia! directedpaths in Nofrom t to 
t' contain at least one occurrence of a transition in stop(N]f) ), and 

15. N(! ~pj Nlf, --

then N1 is a sound C-net in C such that N1 '5:_pj No. 

Proof The proof consists of three parts. First, we provide some useful observations. 
Then, we show that there is a branching bisimulation between (No, [i]) and TJ(Nl, [i]) 
(I = a(Nl)\a(N0 )). Finally, we show that N1 is a sound C-net and conclude that 
N 1 ~pj N 0 using the branching bisimulation. 

Part A 
The following observations are crucial to the proof: 

1. Since N(! ~pj Nlf, a(N]f) Ç a(N(!) and there is a branching bisimulation 
REe such that (Nlf, [iB]) RBcTJ(N(!, [ie]) with I = a(N(!)\a(N]f) 
a(Nl)\a(No). 
<> This follows directly from the definition of projection inheritance. 

2. (Vt, t': tE TB 1\ t' E TB 1\ CB(t) fB(t') : ( ~0t n PA ~0t1 n PA) 1\ (t~0 

n PA = t' ~0 n PA)), i.e., transitionsin TB with identicallabels have identical 
effects on the interface PA n PB. 
<> If both transitions have a r label, then there are no connections to the interface 
PA n PB. If the transitions have a visible label, then there is a corresponding tran
sition in N c. Since the connections of this transition in N c to places in PA n PB 
are identical to those of t and t', the external connections of t and t' have to match. 
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N1 N1 N1 
3. (V t, t' : t E Tc 1\ t' E Tc 1\ fc ( t) = fc ( t') : ( • t n PA = • t' n PA) 1\ ( t • 

n PA = t' ~1 n PA)), i.e., transitionsin Tc with identicallabels have identical 
effects on the interface PA n Pc. 
o If both transitions have a 7 label or a label not used in NB, then there are no 
connections to the interface PA n PB. If the transitions have a visible label used in 
NB, then there is a corresponding transition in NB. Since the connections of this 
transition in NB to places in PAn Pc are identical to those oft and t', the extemal 
connections of t and t' have to match. 

4. (V t, t' : t E start(N]f) 1\ t' E start(NJf) : ~o t ~o t'), (V t, t' : t E 

stop(N]f) 1\ t' E stop(N]f) : t ~0 = t' ~0 
), (V t, t' : t E start(Nfj) 1\ t' E 

start(Nfj) : ~1 t = ~1 t'), (V t, t' : t E stop(Nfj) 1\ t' E stop(Nfj) : t ~1 = 
t'~l ). 
o This follows directly from the requirement that start/stop transitionsin different 
nets have identical sets of input/output places. 

5. N 0 , N 1, N]f, and Nfj completely determine NA, NB, and Ne. 

oNA = NonNl,NB = ( ~0T]iuT]i~0 
,T]i,Mlf,Fon((PB xTB)U(TB x 

PB)), E~f), and Ne = ( ~1Tij U Tij ~1 
, Tij, Mfj, F1 n ((Pc x Tc) U (Tc x 

Pc)),f~). 
6. For any s0 E (N0 , [i]), t E start(N]f), and p E PB \PA: if (No, so)[t), then place 

pis empty in sa. 
o This property is crucial and depends heavily on the safeness of the input places 
of start(N]f) in (No, (i]) and the requirement that all non-trivial directed paths in 
N 0 from a transition inside NB to one ofthe start transitionsin NB contain at least 
one of the stop transitions in NB. More details are given below. 

7. Any marking s0 E [No, [i]) can be partitioned into SA and SB such that s0 = 
SA+ SB, SA E B(PA), SB E B(Po \PA), and SB = 0 or SB E [N]f, [iB]). 
o Initially, s B is empty. (No te that i E PA.) The only way to mark places in Po\ PA 
is to fire a transition in start(N]f). However, the previous property clearly shows 
that this is only possible if each place in PB \PA = Po \PA is empty. 

8. (V t, t' : t E Tc 1\ t' E start(Nfj) :all non-trivial directed paths in N 1 from t tot' 
contain at least one occurrence of a transition in stop ( Nfj) ) . 
o The connections of transitions in N c are identical to the connections of the tran
sitions in NB with respect to the interface PA U PB. Therefore, similar to N 0 , there 
are no such paths. 

9. Forany s 1 E [N1, [i]), tE start(Nfj), andp E Pc\PA: if(N1,sl)[t), thenplace 
pis empty. 
o Similar arguments apply. Again the safeness ofthe input places of start(Nfj) 
and the requirement that all non-trivial directed paths in N 1 from a transition inside 
N c to one of the start transitions in N c contain at least one of the stop transitions 
in N c are cru ei al. 

10. Any marking s 1 E [N1, [i]) can be partitioned into SA and se such that s1 
SA+ se, SA E B(PA), se E B(P1 \PA), and se= 0 or se E [Nfj, [ie]). 
o Since PAn PB =PAn Pc the same arguments apply. 
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The fi.rst five observations are straightforward. The other observations are more in
volved. Therefore, we show in more detail that for any s0 E [No, [i]), t E start(N]f), 
and p E PB \PA: if (No, s0 )[t), then place pis empty. For this purpose, we use proof 
by contradiction, i.e., we assume that there is a firing sequence a such that (No, [i]) [a) 
(No, s0 ), t E start(N]f), (N0 , so)[t), and p E PB \PA is marked in so. Without loss 
of generality, we further assume that s0 was the first state in the sequence having these 
properties (i.e., a start transition is enabled while a place in PB \PA is marked). Par
tition the sequence a in two subsequences a 1 and a 2 such that a 2 contains all firings 
since the last firing of a transition in stop(N]f), i.e., a 1 is either empty or ends with 
the last firing of a transition in stop(N]f). The first sequence ends in state s' (i.e., 
(No, [i]) [a1 ) (No, s')). Note that ins' all places in PB \PA are empty. (Otherwise there 
would have been a prefix of a containing the anomaly.) Now we concentrate on the sec
ond subsequence: (N0 , s') [a2 ) (No, s0 ). In this sequence no transition in stop(N]f) 
fires. Therefore, we remove all transitions stop(N]f) from N 0 and name the new net 
N. Note that (N, s') [a2 ) (N, s0 ). The requirement that all non-trivial directed paths in 
N 0 from a transition inside NB to one ofthe start transitionsin NB contain at least one 
of the stop transitions in NB implies that we can partition the transitions of N in two 

N N 
subsets Tx and Ty such that {tE TA I t • n •start(N]f) -# 0} Ç Tx, Ç Ty, 

and ~Tx n Ty ~ 0 because all stop transitions have been removed. Now we apply 
the well-known exchange lemma (see for example page 23 in [10]) which allows us to 

project a 2 onto the transitionsin Tx and Ty: a 2x and a 2y. Since ~Tx n Ty ~ 0, 
the exchange lemma shows that we can first execute a 2x followed by a 2y. Let state s" 
be the state after executing a 2x, i.e., (N, s') [a2x) (N, s"). It is easy to see that ins" 
each of the input places of the start transitions of NB contains multiple tokens. (Note 
that a 2 y marks a place in PB \PA, i.e., fires at least one start transition of NB, and also 
enables a start transition of NB without adding any new tokens to the input places.) 
Therefore the safeness property is violated. The sequence composed of a 1 foliowed by 
a 2x is also possible in (N0 , [i]). Therefore, (N0 , [i]) cannot be a sound C-net and we 
find a contradiction. 

PartB 
Basedon RBe and N0 , N1 , Nlf, and N!J' as defined above. Wedefine R 01 as follows: 
nOl = {((No, SA+ SB), 7J(Nl, SA+ se)) I SA E B(PA) 1\ SB E B(Po \PA) 1\ se E 
B(P1 \PA) 1\ SA+ SB E (No, (i]) 1\ SA+ se E (N1, (i]) 1\ ((sB = 0 1\ se = 0) V 
((Nlf, SB)RBeTI(N!J', se)))}. 

The remainder proof consists of two parts. In the first part, it is shown that R 01 is a 
branching bisimulation and that (N0 , [i])R01 TJ(N1 , [i]). In the second part, it is shown 
that N1 is a sound C-net. 

Consider two markings s0 E [N0 , [i]) and s 1 E [N1 , [i]) such that (N0 , s0 )R01 

TJ ( Nl' si). The bags So and Sl can be partitioned as in the definition of nOl' i.e., 
so = sA + sB, s1 = SA +se, SA E B(PA), SB E B(Po \PA), se E B(P1 \PA). 
Forthese two markings we will verify the three requirements stated in the definition of 
branching bisimilarity. 
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1. Assume that t E T0 is such that (No, s0 ) [f0 (t)) (N0 , s~). Bag s~ can be parti
tioned into sA_ and sk as before. We need to prove that there exist s~, s~ such that 
(N1,s1) ===> (N1,sn [(fo(t))) (N1,sD 1\ (No,so)ROl(NI,sn 1\ (No,s~)ROl 
(NI, su. 

- If t E TA, then t is also enabled in (N1, si) and firing t only affects places 
. No No N1 N1 
m PA because • tUt • • tUt • Ç PA. Moreover, f0 (t) = 
f 1(t). Therefore, s~ = s1 and s~ =sA_+ se are such that (N1,s1) ===> 
(N1, sn [(fo(t))) (N1, s') 1\ (No, so)ROl (N1, sn 1\ (No, s~)R01 (N1, sU. 

- Ift (j TA, then tE TB. . 
• If SB = 0 and se = 0, then t E start(Nlf). Hence, each place in ~o 

t is marked in both s0 and s1. Moreover, f 0 (t) f. 7. Clearly, there is a 
N1 No . 

t' E Tc such that f0 (t) = f 1 (t'), • t' = • t Ç B(PA). Smce s0 

and s1 are identical with respect to the places in PA, t' is also enabled in 
( N 1, s 1). Moreover, the result of firing t' is identical to t with respect to 
the places in PA. Lets~ be such that (N!J', [ie]) [fc(t')) (N!J', s~) and 
(Nlf,sk)RBc7J(NlJ',s~). Such as~ exists because (Nlf, [iB])RBc 
7J(N!J', [ie]). It is easy to see that s~ = s1 and s~ = sA_+ s~ are such 
that (NI, BI) ===> (NI, sn [(fo(t))) (NI, sD 1\ (No, so)ROl (NI, sn 1\ 

(No, s~)R01 (N1, sU. 
• If SB f. 0 or se f. 0, then (Nlf, sB)RBc( 7I(N!J', se)). Sirree REe is a 

branching bisimulation, (Nlf, [iB])RBc7I(NlJ', [ie]), SB E [Nlf, [iB]), 
and se E [N!J', [ie]), it is straightforward to show that a sequence con
sisting of zero or more silent steps and a step similar to t can be executed 
in (N1, s1). Note that it is essential that the effects of all non-7 steps are 
identical with respect to the places in PA, i.e., ('ï/t, t' : t E TB 1\ t' E 

No N1 No N1 
Tcl\fB(t) = fc(t'): ( • tnPA = • t'nPA)I\(t • nPA = t' • nPA)). 
Therefore there are s~ and s~ such that (N1, si) ===> (NI, sn [(fo(t))) 
(N1,s') 1\ (No,so)ROl(NI,sn 1\ (No,s~)Roi~NI,sU. 

2. Assume that t E T1 is such that (N1, s1) [f1(t)) (N1, s1). Weneed to prove that 
there exist s~, s~ such that (No, so) ===> (No, s~) [(f1 (t))) (No, s~) 1\ (No, s~)R01 
(N1,s1) 1\ (N0 ,s~)R01 (N1 ,sU. The proofis identical to the proofin the other 
direction. 

3. Assume -!- s0 . We need to prove that -U- s1. -!- s0 implies that s0 = [o], SA = [o], 
and BB = 0. If se = 0, then s1 = [o] and -IJ- s 1 (in fact-!- si). It is not possible 
that se f. 0, because this would imply that (Nlf, O)RBcTJ (N!J', se) which is 
not possible because from se it is possible to fire a non-7-labeled transition, i.e., a 
transition in stop(NJf). Similarly, it can be shown that-!- s1 implies -IJ- s0 . 

From the definition ofR01 it follows that (N0 , [i])R01 7J (N1, [i]). 

PartC 
Remains to prove that N 1 is a sound C-net. It is easy to see that N 1 is a WF-net: 
There is one souree place i, one souree place o, and every node is on a path from i 
to o. To prove that N 1 is sound, consider an arbitrary marking s 1 E [N1, [i]). For this 
marking there is a counterpart s0 in the original net (No) such that s0 E [No, [i]) and 
(N0 , s0 )R01 7I(N1, s1). Using s0 we verify the four requirements for soundness: 
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- (N1 , [i]) is safe because, for any place p E PA, s 1 (p) = s0 (p) :s; 1, and there is a 
marking se E [ N2j, [ie]) such that for any place p E P1 \PA: s1 (p) = se (p) ::; 1. 

- Suppose that o E s 1 . Since N0 is sound so [o]. Since (No, so)Rm r1(N1, sl) 
the other places in PA are empty. The places in P 1 \PA arealso empty, because oth
erwise there would he a nonempty bag se such that se -:/:- [oB] and (Nlf, O)RBe 
r1 (N2j, se). Clearly this is not possible because from se it would be possible to 
fire a non-r-labeled transition. 

- From s0 it is possible to reach the marking [o] in N 0 because N 0 is sound. Since 
(No, so) "'b TJ(N1 , s1) it is possible to do the same in N1 starting from s1. 

- To prove that there are no dead transitionsin (N1 , [i]), we first consider transitions 
in TA. Suppose a transition t E TA is enabled in (No, s0 ), then t is also enabled 
in (N1 , sl). Since there are no dead transitionsin (N0 , [i]), it is possible to enable 
any transition t E TA starting from (N1 , [i]). Transitionsin T1 \TA are not dead, 
because there are no de ad transitions in ( N 3', [ie]). 

Since N 1 is a sound C-net and R 01 is a branching bisimulation, we conclude that N 1 ::;PJ 

~. D 

To show that a consistent well-formed system architecture actually provides the func
tionality assured by the specification of the top-level component, we define a function 
a flat to translate a system architecture into a labeled P /T net. 

Definition 30 (Flattened architecture ). Let ( C, cmap) be a well-:formed system archi

tecture such thatfor any c E C: c = (CSc, CAc), CSc = (Pf, Tc8 , Mf, Ff, f~), and 
CAc = (P:'-, TeA, C;(, FcA, f~). The correspondingflattened architecture is the labeled 
PIT net aflat( C, cmap) obtained by applying thefollowing algorithm: 

Step 1 ct is the top level component, i.e., the root ofthe directed acyclic graph R mentioned 
in De.finition 2 8. 
CA= (PA,TA,cA,FA,fA) := CAct 
hmap(cp) := cmap(ct,cp)forall cp E C~ 

Step21fCA = 0, thenstopandoutputaflat(C,cmap) = (PA,TA,rng(fA),FA,fA), 
otherwise goto Step 3. -- ---

Step 3 Select a cp E CA. 
c := hmap(cp) 

CA'= (PA',rA',cA',pA',eA') := strip(CAc) 
pA" := pA U pA' --

TA" := rA u rA' 

cA":= (CA\{cp}) u c;; 

pA":= (FA\((({cp}xLv)xPA)u(PAx({cp}xLv))))uFA'u{(p,x) E pAx 

dom(fA') I (p, (cp,fA'(x))) E FA}u{(x,p) E dom(fA')x I ((cp,fA'(x)),p) E 
FA} 

dom( fA") := ( dom(fA) \ ( { cp} x L)) U dom( fA'). 

For any x E dom(fA"): ifx E dom(fA'), then p__A" (x) := R_A(cp, p__A' (x)), other

wise p__A" (x) := R_A(x). 
CA" ·= (PA" rA" cA" pA" p__A") 

. ' ' ' ' 
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hmap(cp') := cmap(c, cp')for all cp' E C~ 
CA :=CA" --
Goto Step 2. 

Toflatten the system architecture, the placeholders inthetop-level component are re
placed by the architectures of the corresponding components. Then the newly intro
duced placeholders are replaced by the component architectures, etc., until there are 
only atomie components. Note that the flattened architecture corresponds to the actual 
behavior of the system and that there are similarities with flattening other types of hi
erarchical Petri nets [ 12]. The following theorem uses the compositionality result of 
Theorem 5 to show that consistency implies the proper operation of the whole system. 

Theorem 6 (Consistency implies soundness and conformance). Let ( C, cmap) be a 
consistent well-formed system architecture with top-level component ei = (CS, CA). 
aflat( C, cmap) is a sound C-net and aftat( C, cmap) ~pj CS. 

Pro of The algorithm specified in Definition 30 unfolds a component architecture CA = 
(PA, TA, cA, FA, gA) in a number of steps. We will show that at any point in time 
cflat(CA) ~pj CSct using induction. 
--Initially, CA = C Act. Since the top-level component ct is consistent, cflat (CA) is 
a sound C-net and cftat(CA) CSct (see Definition 26). --

Assume that cftat(CA) E C, cflat(CA) ~PJ CSct, and cp E CA, c hmap(cp), 
CA' = strip ( C Ac), and CA" as defined in Step 3 of the algorithm. We will prove 
that CA" is a sound C-net in C and cflat(CA") ~pj cflat(CA) using Theorem 5. Let 

No= cflat(CA), N1 = cflat(CA"), N]f = cp, and N(j = cftat(CAc). It is easy to 
verify that N 0 , N 1 , N ][, and N lf satisfy the requirements stated in Theorem 5: 

1. N 0 is a sound C-net because we assume cftat(CA) E C. 
2. N 0 = NA U NB is well defined because the subnets do not share transitions. 
3. N 1 = NA U N c is for the same reason well defined. 
4. TA n TB = 0, see assumption on name clashes. 
5. TA n Tc= 0, see assumption on name clashes. 
6. p.A n PB = pA n Pc' follows directly from the construction. 
7. N]f is a sound C-net because placeholder cp E C. 
8. N(j is a sound C-net because cis consistentand therefore cflat( C Ac) is sound. 
9. Since ( C, cmap) is consistent, the set of labels used by start ( cp) equals the set of 

labels used by start( C Sc). Moreover, since cis consistent, thesetoflabels used by 
start( cftat( C Ac)) also equals the set of labels used by start( C Sc). Since cp and 
cflat ( C Ac) use the same set of labels for start transitions, the construction in Step 
3 (which is purely basedon labels) guarantees that (V t, t' : t E start(Nlf) 1\ t' E 

start(N(j) : ~0t = ~1t'), i.e., start transitions have identical sets of input places. 

10. Similarly: (V t, t' : t E stop(N]f) 1\ t' E stop(N(j) : t ~o = t' ~1 
). 

11. Since only transitions with non-r labels in cp are connected to places in CA by the 
. ( No ril No cflat functwn, Vt: tE TB 1\ RB(t) = T: ( • t n PA= VJ) 1\ (t. n PA 0)). 
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12. Consicier a transition t E cflat( C Ac) withalabel not used in cp. There is no way 
to conneet t to places in CA using cflat (CA") because the label does not appear 

in the flow relation pA. Hence, (V t : t E Tc A f 1 (t) (j. a(Nlf) : ( IV"1 t n PA = 
0) A (tfV"

1 n PA= 0)). 

13. Similarly, one can show that (Vt, t' : t E TB At' E Tc A J!B(t) = fc(t') : ( fV"o 
N1 No N1 

t n pA = • t' n pA) A ( t • n pA = t' • n pA)). 
14. (V t, t' : t E TB At' E start(Nlf) : all non-trivia! directed paths in N 0 from t tot' 

contain at least one occurrence of a transition in stop(Nlf) ). This follows directly 
from the consistency of CA which is invariant under the replacements. 

15. N!J' = cflat(CAc) S:pj CSc, because cis consistent. CSc S:pj cp = Nlf, because 
( C, cmap) is consistent. Hence, N!J' S:pj .lVlf. 

Hence CA" is a sound C-net in C and cflat(CA") ~pj cflat(CA). Since ~pj is transi
tive, we conclude: cflat(CA") CSct. -- D 

Theorem 6 shows that a consistent system architecture is sound (i.e., no deadlocks, live
locks, and other anomalies) and that the actual behavior confarms to the specification. 
Moreover, the theorem also shows that it is possible to replace any consistent compo
nent by another consistent component which has an interface which is a subclass of 
the corresponding placeholder, i.e., the result can be used to effectively address substi
tutability issues! 

Consicier for example the system architecture composed of the components cof
fee_machine, brewing_facility, and coin...handler presented earlier. Since the system ar
chitecture is consistent, the actual behavior of the system conforms to the specifica
tion, i.e., the flattened system architecture is a subclass ofthe component specification 
shown in Figure 4. Moreover, the components brewing_facility and coin...handler can 
be replaced by other components satisfying a subclass/superclass relationship without 
jeopardizing the correct operation ofthe overall system! 

5 Related work and future extensions 

The results presented in this paper build upon earlier results on WF-nets [1-3], inher
itance [4, 5, 8], and component-based software architectures [13]. Architecture defini
tion languages such as ARMANI, Rapide, Darwin, Wright, and Aesop typically view 
software architectures statically [17], i.e., analysis primarily focuses on syntactical and 
topological issues. Nevertheless, Darwin offers the possibility to execute "what if' sce
narios and Rapide offers a constraint checker based on simulation. Another approach 
is the addition of process specifications to existing middleware technology, e.g., in [9] 
CORBA IDL's are extended with Petri nets to incorporate dynamic behavior. In the 
last decade several researchers [ 6, 14-16] explored notions of behaviaral inheritance 
(also named subtyping or substitutability). Researchers in the domain offormal process 
models (e.g., Petri-nets and process algebras) have tackled similar questions basedon 
the explicit representation of a process by using various notions of (bi)simulation [8]. 
The inheritance notion used in this paper is characterized by the fact that it is equipped 
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with both inheritance-preserving transformation rnles to constroef subclasses (see Sec
tion 2.4 and [ 4, 8]) and transfer rnles to migrate instauces from a superclass toa subclass 
and vice versa [5]. These features are very relevantfora both constructive and robust 
approach towards truly component-based software development. 

In the future, we plan to extend our framework with other notions of inheritance. 
The three other notionsof inheritance presented in [ 4, 8] can also be used to obtain com
plementary compositionality results. For example, the notion of protocol inheritance [ 4, 
8], which is based on encapsulation rather than abstraction of methods, allows for very 
generic components whose functionality is only partly used in a given context. An
other extension of our framework is the dynamic replacement of components using the 
transfer rules presented in [5]. The transfer rules allow for the on-the-fly migration of 
execution states from one component to another as long as there is a subclass/superclass 
relationship. We also plan to workon the extension with data and methods signatures. 
For example, it would be interesting to extend the work presented in [9] with our notion 
of inheritance. Finally, we plan to adapt our tools Woflan [23] and ExSpect [7] to serve 
the framework presented in this paper. Woflan can be used to check the requirements in
vol ving soundness and consistency. ExSpect can be used as a prototyping environment 
for experimenting with component-based software architectures. 
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